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Abstract

There now exists a significant body of theoretically informed empirical research into ‘neoliberal
environments’. It comprises numerous studies which together explore the connections between
neoliberal principles and policies, on the one side and the biophysical world on the other. These
studies are, for the most part, political economic in character and authored by so-called ‘critical’
geographers. However, making sense of them is by no means straightforward, despite their com-
mon focus on neoliberal environments. This is because neoliberalism and the biophysical world
are complex phenomena, making an holistic and comprehensive understanding of them very chal-
lenging to achieve. Accordingly, separate studies of their interconnections have focused on one or
other aspect of the complexity in a particular time and context. It is currently left to readers of
these studies to synthesise them into a wider, joined-up account of neoliberal environments. This
and two companion articles aim for precisely this sort of broad and coherent understanding. This
article begins with a discussion of neoliberalism and explains why it necessarily has environmental
aspects to it. The second companion article presents a theory of ‘neoliberal environments’, while
the third connects that theory to the empirical findings of studies published to-date. This final
article also departs from the otherwise constructive tone of its companions. Together, the three
articles offer readers both an overarching understanding of ‘neoliberal environments’ and some
tools to question the way these environments are currently understood by many geographers.

Introduction

This, and two companion articles, together aim to make sense a body of new research
which explores the relationships between neoliberalism and the non-human world. ‘Neo-
liberalism’ – a word I place in scare-quotes for reasons to be explained later – is seen by
many to be a now dominant approach to governing human affairs worldwide, albeit one
perhaps in crisis because of the current global recession. What connections does it have
with the biophysical environment? This is an important question because neoliberalism,
while a product of people and institutions, is inevitably more than this: all human practices
have biophysical effects which, in turn, have the capacity to sustain or alter those practices.
There is no neat boundary separating the ‘social’ from the ‘natural’. As I will explain, neo-
liberalism is in significant measure defined by its engagement with the non-human world –
an engagement which has led to a recalibration of, and even challenge to, neoliberal poli-
cies over time. In the last few years, social scientists of the environment have set about
analysing this ‘neoliberalisation of nature’ as it relates to the changing ‘nature of neoliberal-
isation’. Significant among them have been so-called ‘critical geographers’ whose values
and political aspirations are at variance with those of neoliberalism’s proponents.1 These
geographers are, for the most part, political economists, many of whom draw inspiration
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from Marxism and the ideas of economic historian Karl Polanyi (1886–1964). Among their
number are Karen Bakker, Kevin St. Martin, Scott Prudham, Erik Swyngedouw, James
McCarthy, Becky Mansfield, Jessica Budds, Nik Heynen, Laila Smith, Tad Mutersbaugh,
Paul Robbins, Harold Perkins, Morgan Robertson, Julie Guthman and Tom Perreault. It
is their theoretically informed empirical research that is my focus here.2

This research is only now beginning to be synthesised (see Castree 2008a,b). The need
for synthesis is pressing, for two reasons. First, the number of separate studies comprising
the literature is now large (as the bibliography to this article and its two companions will
attest). Second, these studies – while ostensibly about the same topic – have been under-
taken by different researchers the details of whose case studies are by no means obviously
commensurable. Notwithstanding the common focus on neoliberal policies, they have
investigated everything from wetland mitigation in the US Midwest to fisheries manage-
ment in the north Pacific ocean to landless peoples’ protests in rural Brazil. For these two
reasons, readers of the geographical literature on neoliberalism and the biophysical envi-
ronment face a major intellectual challenge. How can the proverbial ‘wood’ be seen for
the ‘trees’ when there are so many separate studies to synthesise, the fine details of which
make them difficult to compare and contrast with precision?

I hope to provide a positive answer to this question in this and the two companion
articles. In this first contribution, I set the scene for the two articles to follow. In the next
section, I define ‘neoliberalism’. Following the arguments of Brenner and Theodore
(2002), I then suggest that we ought not to conflate it with neoliberalisation (or ‘actually
existing neoliberalism’). Building on this, the final section of the article suggests – in the-
oretical terms – how neoliberalisation is linked to the biophysical world.

To summarise, critical geographers have, in a short space of time, made a significant
contribution to social scientific understandings of how neoliberalism relates to the non-
human world. However, to properly appreciate its significance their research requires
proper synthesis, which is the major aim of this and its companion articles. Such synthesis
enables us to understand why, how and with what effects nature has been neoliberalised
in recent years. But we limit our critical faculties if we simply accept at face-value the
assumptions and insights of the published geographic literature on nature’s neoliberalisa-
tion. This is why the third article will also urge readers to ask whether neoliberal policies
and practices are quite as coherent or prevalent as their critics suggest they are. A word
of warning: the argument will necessarily be quite protracted (extending as it does over
three articles) so some considerable patience will therefore be required to stay the course.

Defining ‘Neoliberalism’

‘Neoliberalism’ is hardly a household term. Over the last decade it has certainly gained
worldwide currency, but only among a relatively small group of left-wing researchers,
campaign journalists and political activists. So neoliberalism is very much a critics’ term,
one characteristic of a loose, transnational ‘epistemic community’ working in universities,
think tanks, trade unions, non-governmental organisations, parts of the media and the
new social movements. To what does it refer? In general terms it designates an approach
to the conduct of human affairs in which the so-called ‘free market’ is given priority.
According to their critics, neoliberals see the creation of money-mediated relations
between various producers and consumers as the best way to deliver a range of life’s
necessities and luxuries (which therefore become commodities to be bought and sold).
Neoliberals, the critics argue, are free marketeers because they (wrongly) believe that
markets maximise individual freedom, something they regard as an inherent good. Pro-
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ducers are portrayed as being ‘free’ to deliver goods and services at a competitive price
because otherwise they would have no (or insufficient) buyers to sell to profitably. Con-
sumers, meanwhile, are portrayed by neoliberals as equally ‘free’ to determine from which
producers they buy which commodities, subject to the constraints of their individual or
household budgets. The result, in neoliberal theory, is an efficient and fair situation
where sellers get the buyers they ‘deserve’, while buyers get the best possible deal for
their money – Scottish economist Adam Smith’s supposedly beneficient ‘invisible hand’
in action. The market is therefore seen as being superior to non-market modes of goods
and services delivery, hence the neoliberal desire to maximise its reach.

Neoliberal ideas can be traced back to a small group of (many now famous) proselytisers
first writing in the 1940s and 1950s. Chief among them were Milton Friedman [author
of Capitalism and freedom (1962)] and Friedrich von Hayek [author of The road to serfdom
(1944)]. Together they argued that the post-second world war order was, in significant
measure, an attack on the freedom of the individual. They detected anti-libertarian ten-
dencies not only in the communist bloc (principally the USSR, eastern Europe and
China), but also in those many Keynesian-welfare state countries that sought to protect
their citizens from economic and other hardships. However, it was only in the mid-to-
late 1970s that neoliberal ideas began to be put into practice – notably in Chile (under
General Pinochet’s auspices), Britain (where Margaret Thatcher came to power after the
infamous 1978 ‘winter of discontent’) and the USA (after Ronald Reagan’s election in
1979). As the so-called ‘Fordist-Keynesian’ order dissolved in the latter two countries,
the search was on for a new ‘regime of accumulation’ and its accompanying ‘mode of
social regulation’ (to borrow terms from neo-Marxist regulation theorists).3 Since the
neoliberal ‘turn’ in the USA and the UK, it has, according to its critics, gone from
strength-to-strength in those two countries and beyond – at least prior to the current glo-
bal ‘credit crunch’. As David Harvey (2005) shows in his book, A brief history of neoliberal-
ism, this is as much by accident and opportunism as by design. Regardless of whether its
spread has been fortuitous or planned, neoliberalism is now everywhere according to
many commentators. Indeed, New Left Review editor Perry Anderson (2000, 17) has gone
so far as to suggest that ‘neoliberal … principles [now] rule … undivided across the world
[…], the most successful ideology in world history’.

For its critics neoliberalism is seen to be ‘new’ (neo) in at least three senses. First, in his-
torical terms it succeeds and recapitulates – after a 50-year interregnum – so-called ‘classical
liberalism’ (or what is sometimes called the long era of ‘liberal capitalism’ lasting from the
mid-1800s until the calamity of world war 1). Classical liberalism was centred on Western
Europe, North America, the Antipodes and select parts of the German, French, British and
Dutch empires. It was, in its various detailed manifestations, the successor project to feudal,
royalist, mercantilist and ⁄ or peasant modes of social organisation – one coincident with the
implantation of representative democracy in numerous nation states. Secondly, though, crit-
ics tend to regard neoliberalism as, in practice, a much narrower project than classical liberal-
ism had become by the early twentieth century. Despite Friedman, von Hayek and others
upholding classical liberalism’s belief in civic, political and economic freedoms, in practice
neoliberalism – so its critics argue – has an unhealthy preoccupation with the latter. Finally,
neoliberalism is also seen to differ from its classical predecessor because it is a more obviously
and purposefully global project – one that has impacted not only several ‘first world’ coun-
tries but many post-socialist states and a range of developing countries too (hence Ander-
son’s seemingly over-dramatic assessment).

It may appear paradoxical that a set of ideas and policies focussing narrowly on eco-
nomic freedom are also regarded by its critics as globally dominant. Metaphorically speak-
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ing, it might seem to be a case of mistaking the icing for the whole cake or the filling
for the sandwich. But the truth is that neoliberalism’s ‘narrowness’ is more apparent than
real. According to its critics, it amounts to nothing less than the colonisation of non-market
spheres of activity by the logic of commodity exchange. What seems like a tightly
defined proposal to expand the frontiers of ‘the market’ actually amounts to a set of para-
digmatic changes in the relations between economy, state bodies, society and (as we shall
see later) the non-human world. If we unpack the summary definition of neoliberalism
presented at the start of this section this becomes plain enough. Parsing the arguments of
several authors, I suggest that virtually all its critics (and, for that matter, most of its advo-
cates) regard neoliberalism as a highly ambitious project to reorder human affairs com-
prised of the following components, contained in Box 1.

Box 1: The Principal Characteristics of Neoliberalism

• Privatisation (i.e. assigning clear, legally enforceable, private property rights to hith-
erto unowned, government owned or communally owned aspects of the social and
natural worlds).
• Marketisation (i.e. rendering alienable and exchangeable things that might not previ-
ously have been subject to a market calculus lubricated by monetary transactions
within and between nation states).4

• State roll back or deregulation (i.e. the withdrawal or diminution of government
intervention in certain areas of social and environmental life in order to enable firms
and consumers to exercise ‘freedom of choice’; and the creation of new quasi-state or
state-sanctioned actors to take on functions that states themselves could otherwise per-
form in theory or practice).
• Market-friendly reregulation (i.e. a reconfiguration of state ⁄governmental policies so as
to extend the frontiers of privatisation and marketisation. Here, then, the state in its
various forms becomes ‘market manager’ or ‘night watchman’, and less of a ‘provider’
to the citizenry or special interests therein: it intervenes for the economy not, as it
were, in it. This entails fiscal discipline, a focus on supply side investments, entrepre-
neur- and consumer-friendly tax policies, firm-friendly labour market policies, and
measures to enable ‘free’ movements of money capital and also other less ‘fluid’ com-
modities).
• Use of market proxies in the residual governmental sector (i.e. making remaining state ser-
vices more market-like in their operation through the use of measures like internal
markets, cost-recovery and budget-capping).
• The strong encouragement of ‘flanking mechanisms’ in civil society (i.e. state-led measures
to promote the growth of voluntary, charitable, ‘third sector’ and community groups
who are seen as being able to fill the vacuum created by the absence ⁄diminution of
direct state-support in the social and environmental domains. This is linked to formal
state encouragement, where appropriate, of the so-called ‘informal’ and ‘social’ econo-
mies whose functioning relies only partly, or not at all, on monetary transactions).
• The creation of ‘self-sufficient’ individuals and communities (i.e. the cultivation of an ethic
among persons and communities that emphasises less, and ultimately limited, reliance
on state-provided services for life’s necessities. For neoliberals this ethic is almost a
‘natural’ good. It encapsulates the individual’s right to maximum freedom and their
responsibility for their own affairs).
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Questioning and Complicating ‘Neoliberalism’

Having presented this broad seven-point definition, we need now to query it – which
will involve me explaining why I earlier put the term neoliberalism in scare-quotes. Defi-
nitions are both necessary and useful tools for human understanding. But they should not
be conflated with the things they describe, as if they represent those things perfectly in
their really existing form. This is especially true in the social and environmental sciences,
where definitions must somehow describe complex and dynamic phenomena that are by
nature rather ‘slippery’ rather than fixed, well delimited and stable. So, alone and
together, we must acknowledge that the seven things described in my definition
‘neoliberalism’ exist nowhere as such. I am not, I hasten to add, denying the actuality of
various neoliberal reforms over the last three decades. All I am suggesting – as others
have done before me (e.g. Barnett 2005; Larner 2003; O’Neill and Argent 2005) – is
that if the septet above represents the ‘neoliberal model’, then this model by definition is
never realised in a ‘pure’ form in the real world or, to put it differently, realised in a
uniform way through time and across geographical space. Jamie Peck (2004, 395) puts it
like this:

While neoliberal discourses and strategies … mobilized in … different settings share certain
family resemblances, local [and national] … context clearly (and really) matters in the style,
substance, origins and outcomes of reformist politics.

I make this point for two reasons. First, when we encounter the term ‘neoliberalism’ in
various empirical analyses of everything from financial markets to consumer behaviour
we can easily forget that analysts are not always examining the same precise thing – not-
withstanding the common signifier. As Wendy Larner (2003, 509) has argued, we need
to recognise ‘the different variants of neoliberalism, … the hybrid nature of contemporary
policies and programmes, [and] … the multiple and contradictory aspects of neoliberal spaces,
techniques and subjects’. It is not simply that neoliberal policies and practices intersect
with various pre-existing non-neoliberal ones (think, for instance, of post-socialist ⁄ com-
munist Russia). It is also that neoliberalism itself is far from homogenous in its origins and
diffusion: as Jamie Peck (2008) shows in an important recent article, it was heterogenous
from the very start – with non-identical ‘outposts’ in Austria, Germany and the USA.
Secondly, the tendency of some on the political Left (like Anderson) to discuss neoliber-
alism in grand and polemical terms can blind us to the issues of path dependency, contin-
gency and hybridity that Larner and Peck emphasise. To be sure, neoliberal ‘common
sense’ has diffused-out from its ‘heartlands’ (notably the USA and UK) this last 30 years –
under the auspices of the International Monetary Fund, World Bank and the World
Trade Organisation. So it does have a very real ‘global’ dimension. But this is not the
same as saying it is the only game in town. Ethnographer Aihwa Ong (2006, 14)
expresses it well: ‘neoliberalism migrates from site to site, interacting with various assem-
blages that cannot be analytically reduced to cases of a uniform global condition …’.
Aside from being factually inaccurate, claims like Anderson’s are also politically paralysing.
By depicting a ‘neoliberal grand slam’ they suggest that efforts to resist or rework
new liberal policies are somehow marginal or doomed to failure. The reality is
surely more complex, and the theoretical and empirical efforts of neoliberalism’s critics
ought to be able to make this complexity plain and explore its consequences for
understanding and action (Gamble 2001). We need detailed analysis and evaluation, not
broad-brush polemics.
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In short, we need to approach neoliberalism in a way that

makes meaningful part-whole connections between localised and institutionally-specific
instances of reform and the wider discourses, ideologies and practices of neoliberalism. Other-
wise the concept of neoliberalism has little, if any, utility (Peck 2004, 396).

What Brenner and Theodore (2002, 351) call ‘actually existing neoliberalism’ is, as Lar-
ner, Peck and Ong rightly insist, an unevenly implanted ‘glocal’ regime for governing
human affairs. To understand it we need to ‘walk … a line of sorts between producing
… over-generalized accounts of a monolithic and omnipresent neoliberalism … and
excessively concrete and contingent analyses …’ (Peck and Tickell 2002, 381–382). Neo-
liberalisation is a multiscalar, geographically uneven phenomena not the sort of singular,
coherent thing signified by the concept ‘neoliberalism’.

The Difference that Nature Makes

The germinal writings of figures like Friedman and von Hayek made little mention
of the non-human world. Likewise, most critics of neoliberalism bracketed-out bio-
physical issues until very recently – focussing on things like trade policy, the reform
of state-welfare programmes, public services delivery and labour market policy with
little reference to the non-human world. It is only in the last few years that a signif-
icant body of research has focussed on what Nik Heynen et al. (2007, 2) describe as
‘the somewhat overlooked nexus between neoliberalism, on the one hand, and envi-
ronmental governance, environmental change, and environmental politics, on the
other’.

With the benefit of hindsight it is now obvious that this research would have emerged
sooner or later. I say this for two reasons. First, classical liberalism – in both theory and
practice – was closely bound to questions of nature and environment. Notwithstanding
neoliberalism’s differences from its forebear, there is an historical argument that any
‘repeat’ of classical liberalism was always likely to have a very important biophysical
dimension. As McCarthy and Prudham (2004, 276–278) remind us, early liberals (like
English philosopher John Locke) made their case for a post-feudal, post-monarchical
order with frequent reference to the individual’s ‘right’ to own and to work land. How-
ever, in practice this universal argument for the rights of all individuals came unstuck.
The history of classical liberalism in England and elsewhere was, in large measure, a story
of transforming the social relations between people and the non-human world in very
inequitable ways. It involved the often violent and bloody enclosure of unowned, com-
munally managed or royal lands and physical resources. And it entailed new rights of
access to these lands and resources for some, but the loss of existing entitlement for
countless peasants, smallholders and freeholders who had to make new livelihoods as ‘free’
wage labourers – what Marx called ‘primitive accumulation’.5 Secondly, these historical
arguments aside, scrutiny of the seven-part definition of neoliberalism presented earlier
allows one to readily deduce several biophysical aspects and elements – even prior to any
analysis of these aspects and elements in practice. For instance, privatisation can logically
apply as much to trees, water courses or hillsides as it can to a previously state-owned
telecommunications firm or, say, a no-longer cooperatively owned bank. Likewise,
marketisation can in theory involve the sale for money of rare species of birds, ground-
water resources or tracts of land just as much as it can any other conceivable commodity.
I could go on, but the point is clear enough.
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As with any wide-ranging project to reorder human affairs, I am saying that the bio-
physical world was always going to matter to neoliberalism, even if it took a few years for
researchers to catch-on. But since the word ‘matters’ is a rich one, let me unpack it
briefly as a prelude to the second companion article. ‘Matter’ has two familiar dictionary
meanings, namely the physical properties of something and its significance (practical, moral,
spiritual, aesthetic) to those affected by it directly or otherwise. I will take each in turn,
but the point is that they are closely connected and of equal importance. As Becky Mans-
field (2003, 177) aptly puts it, we ‘ascribe meanings to things without erasing the material
nature of those things’.

The biophysical world is at once differentiated and connected, animate and inanimate,
biological and non-biological, micro and macro, local and global. It comprises entities,
species, flows of energy and systems that are, variously, autonomous from one another,
codependent, asymmetrically connected or co-constitutive. Complex couplings and
decouplings, loops and feedbacks, thresholds and continuities, barriers and pathways
characterise the non-human world at a range of spatio-temporal scales from the smallest to
the largest. Certain species, resources and physical spaces are rare, unevenly distributed,
locationally specific or difficult to access; others are more diffuse and ubiquitous. Through
our economic and other practices we have inserted ourselves into this world, serving to
simultaneously reproduce, destabilise, degrade, reconstitute, repair, restore and eliminate
the various elements and relations that comprise it. However, we are rarely in control of the
non-human world, and even when we appear to be it can throw some nasty surprises our
way – like avian flu and global warming. The biophysical realm consists of matter and
energy flows that we can, at best, harness; that we still ultimately rely upon (e.g. we cur-
rently need oil but cannot produce it ourselves); and which often possess a degree of power
and agency that renders us impotent (recall the cataclysmic effects of Hurricane Katrina).
What all this means is that neoliberalism – like any project of comparable scope – is at some
level dependent upon the non-human world for its ‘success’, even as it cannot entirely
control or reproduce that world’s physical characteristics. This means that the biophysical
world represents a set of challenges, opportunities and potential threats to neoliberalism.

The second sense of mattering is crucially important too. Social actors of various kinds
invest the non-human world with significance, for biological (e.g. the need for clean
water) but also non-biological (i.e. social, cultural and spiritual) reasons too. The latter
directs our attention to actors’ values and interests, their capacity to realise these interests
relative to other parties, and the wider ‘moral economies’ (or cultural value-systems) in
which they operate at home and abroad. The biophysical world only ‘matters’ in the sec-
ond sense of the term if social actors have sufficiently strong reasons and desires to value
it in certain ways; if they have the power to act-out their values successfully via the state-
apparatus or directly, or if – lacking such power – they have some way to express their
discontent as forms of non-trivial resistance (e.g. riots). In these conditions, struggles over
nature are always already struggles over meanings (Peet and Watts 1996): ‘environmental
imaginaries’ both arise from and alter environmental practices in a ceaseless dialectic. At
its core, neoliberalism seeks to transform human relations to nature so that the latter
becomes a commodity to be bought and sold by those with sufficient monetary assets.
This raises the possibility that the way various different actors value the non-human
world cannot be satisfied by them expressing their non-monetary values through the
expenditure or receipt of money. For instance, a cattle herder who has been compensated
by a large mining corporation for being evicted from their land does not necessarily see
the coins and notes gained as a just replacement for the way of life lost. This, and other
examples one could offer, suggest that the socio-cultural significance of the non-human
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world has to be taken seriously in all projects to neoliberalise people’s relations to that
world. This ‘mattering’ is every bit as important to the success ⁄ failure of attempts to neo-
liberalise nature as the latter’s physical properties discussed in the previous paragraph.

Conclusion

This article is the first of three seeking to describe and explain the relationship between
neoliberal environmental policies and the biophysical world they influence. It has defined
‘neoliberalism’ in general terms, but insisted that it not be conflated with ‘neoliberalisation’,
which describes the uneven process of neoliberal policies being implemented in different,
though often connected, places and times. The article concluded with some general obser-
vations about why neoliberalisation is necessarily an ‘environmental project’, even though
the architects of neoliberal ideas did not say much about the environment per se. In the next
article I present a political economic theory of ‘nature’s neoliberalisation’ that is, in my
view, consistent with the empirical research conducted into this topic by the cohort of crit-
ical geographers whose names I listed at the start of this contribution.
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Notes

* Correspondence address: Professor Noel Castree, Geography, School of Environment & Development, Manches-
ter University, Manchester M13 9PL, UK. E-mail: noel.castree@manchester.ac.uk.

1 Critical human geographers is the more common term. However, since the authors whose work I review here
work on environmental issues I prefer to leave the term ‘human’ out.
2 A large proportion of these authors’ work has been assembled and abridged in Heynen et al. (2007) Neoliberal
environments. Several non-geographers are doing similar critical research, such as Patrick Bond and Carl Bauer.
3 For those unfamiliar with regulation theory the new Dictionary of Human Geography (Johnston et al. 2009) con-
tains a good entry. In simple terms, a regime of accumulation describes the dominant industries, technologies and
products that generate wealth in a given territory; a mode of social regulation describes the mix of policies, rules
and habits that have developed in order to sustain a given regime and keep it on a relatively even footing.
4 It’s worth noting that, for many commentators, it is the conjunction of privatisation and marketisation that
defines ‘commodification’. Needless to say, in practice both privatisation and marketisation take a number of con-
crete forms as befits the particular commodities, firms, consumers and other relevant parties in question.
5 The irony here, then, is that a supposed philosophy of ‘freedom’ was implicated in denying freedom to many at
the very moment of its first application to the post-feudal world.
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